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QUESTION 1
Which of the following systems provides ability to branch and merge various tasks completed in isolation 
before they are merged into a feature or master branch while allowing engineers to work against the same 
code and configuration files and manage differences and conflicts in a coding system. (Choose two).

A. Centralized version control system

B. Central logging system

C. Model-driven programming

D. Code topology

E. Distributed version control system.

Correct Answer: AE

QUESTION 2
DRAG DROP

Drag and drop the elements of Cisco Devnet Team message error types on the left onto their
corresponding status code on the right.

Select and Place:

Correct Answer: 

QUESTION 3
Which of the following is the correct statement regarding Cisco DNA Center?

A. It provides network controller-level management features

B. It gathers real-time circumstantial information from users and devices on the network

C. it provisions network, server and storage resources to increase productivity and reduced TCO

D. it provides data-center class networking system to maximize scalability

Correct Answer: A

QUESTION 4
Refer to the exhibit.

docker network create -d bridge --subnet 192.168.0.0/24 --gateway 192.168.0.1
dockernet

A. Fixed Ips for host and the containers

B. Bridge for hosts

C. Bridge for containers

D. Create network between host and a container
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Correct Answer: A

QUESTION 5
Which of the following network entity is a configuration item that receives IP packets that have no explicit
next-hop in the routing table?

A. Route address

B. MPLS

C. Default Gateway

D. Layer 2 frames

Correct Answer: C

QUESTION 6
Which of the following Cisco UCS elements can be XML or JSON-encoded and require an API key pair for
HTTP header and a cookie for authentication? (Choose two).

A. UCS Manager

B. Cisco Intersight

C. Cisco UCS Director

D. Insight Director

E. Cisco Manager APIs

Correct Answer: AC

QUESTION 7
During the session conflict of the global lock, which NETCONF command can clear non-responsive
sessions?

A. show NETCONF-yang clear

B. clear NETCONF-session

C. clear NETCONF-yang session

D. show NETCONF-yang session -clear

Correct Answer: C

QUESTION 8
Which of the following statement is true about Cisco Firewall?

A. system that controls and monitors incoming and outgoing network traffic based on configured security
roles

B. Allows a router to utilize mulitple paths to a destination system when forwarding data packets

C. system that routes data traffic to multiple systems

D. system that selects and routes data traffic using predetermined paths to a various workstations

Correct Answer: A

QUESTION 9
Refer to the exhibit.

1. import json
2.
3. with open("json_ios_xe_interfaces.json", "r") as json_file:
4.    json_file_content = json_file.read()
5. decoded_json = json.loads(json_file_content)
6.
7. print(decoded_json)
8. print()




